NOW   OR   NEVER
reports in the Daily Telegraph that Eden was strongly
pressed to reconsider his decision. k On the prev.cus d.iv
he had rejected a. suggestion that he might ease the situation
by retiring on grounds of ill-health, or accept some other
office. In the Cabinet various formula: were advanced as
providing a basis for the Anglo-Italian conversations whtch
would be acceptable to him. He explained that these wuuM
not meet the point. In addition he doubted whether they
would be acceptable in Rome.' On the last version of these
proposals drawrn up by a small committee of his colleagues
he spent an hour in private study in his room at the Foreign
Office. During this period the Cabinet adjourned.
Gordon Lennox reveals that earlier in the afternoon Eden
confessed to the Cabinet * his recent realization of the funda-
mental fact that he no longer possessed the confidence of the
Prime Minister or of the majority of his colleagues, but that
there was rather a fundamental divergence on the method
of conducting discussions with the dictatorship governments.
In these circumstances, he felt it was altogether best that he
should resign *. Gordon Lennox also asserts that Chamber-
lain took charge of the last talk with Grandi. In the previous
four talks between Eden and Grandi, Eden, with Chamber-
lain's approval, had stood out for withdrawal before discus-
sion. But ' Chamberlain's personal policy ever since the
exchange of notes between himself and Mussolini in July
1937 had been to expedite the establishment of a new Anglo-
Italian understanding. . . . Following the increase of Nazi
influence in Germany as a result of the Army " purge " of
4th February, the Prime Minister appears to have become
increasingly impressed with the urgent necessity of being
able to proclaim to the world that Britain and Italy were
again united. He felt that if this could be achieved before
the present week-end it might have a decisive influence on
the tone of the speech Herr Hitler was to deliver.'
Gordon Lennpx's information is to the effect that on the
Friday * Grandi had asked for the acceptance in principle of
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